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About This Game

How often we forget about our dreams? How often we forget about the most important things for us? How much we are ready
to pay for our dream?

This is a story about an office clerk who tries to leave monotonous routine of life and do a book. And if he could find the time
for his dream it depends on you.

Details or special characteristics of the game:

* 4 endings

* great variety in a small world
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no time to sleep live stream. i got no time to live remix. there is no better time to live than now debate. got no time to live fnaf.
no time to live chords. johnny winter no time to live cd. there's no time for us who wants to live forever. no time to waste so live
now now. i got no time to live 1 hour. no worries time to live. no time to live song. bob dylan no time to think live. no time to
live lyrics. traffic no time to live youtube. cradle of filth no time to cry live. i got no time to live lyrics. johnny winter no time to
live lyrics. i have no time to live fnaf. no time to live. accept no time to lose live. j live no time to waste. tina dico no time to
sleep live. no time live guess who. have no time to live. no time to sleep dawn live. there's no time to live. no time to live life
scared. no time for us live. no time for love live wallpaper. fnaf song no time to live. there is no better time to live than now
arguments. clint black no time to kill live. no time to live traffic lyrics. no time to live traffic chords. i got no time to live piano.
there is no better time to live than now. no time for caution live. no time to live achievements. i got no time to live roblox id.
dawn no time to sleep live. sisters of mercy no time to cry live. i got no time to live fnaf. i've got no time to live. no time to live
because of work. i got no time to live song. no time to cry live. no time to sleep live. no time guess who live. i've got no time to
live this love. no time to live brian auger. i got no time to live. no time to live steam. no time to live traffic. no time for fake
love. johnny winter no time to live youtube. youtube i got no time to live. no time to live johnny winter. no time to live fnaf.
steve winwood no time to live. i've got no time to live lyrics. got no time to live. no time for games live

This is not a puzzle-based game. All of the objectives are obvious, and most rely more on quick clicking and luck than skill.
Love the concept and the quirky graphics, but it's just not a fun game.. BEST GAME. ITS CUTE ITS EVIL WHAT MORE
COULD YOU ASK FOR. ONE OF US ONE OF US.. This game delivers. It truly scratches that itch for a vegetable themed
rocket league. At first I tought the other reviews might have been posted by the dev's family, but the character's background is
indeed very well developed and engaging. The matchmaking seems on point, too bad I could not really test it, since there was no
other vegetables to play with :'(
10\/10 would try tossing that salad again.
Last but nost least, that Major League Carrot logo is a true beauty. Can I use it for my twitch channel ?

- Carotte Mendoza. I dont know much about WAKFU and its lore so this is a review based entirely on this movie\/episode and
nothing else.

I did enjoy this, but it left much to be desired. I purchased this to add another Studio Ghibli title to my collection. This was a
combination of Ankama, MADHOUSE, Studio Wyeth and of course, Studio Ghibli.

Some people will not like the fact this is a STREAMED movie. you do not get to download this. I was dissapointed I couldnt
download, but it isnt a big deal to myself.

STORY: 6\/10
Many unknowns and things I want to know about. Many of these questions are probably answered in the game or tv series.
To say the least I liked what was there, but would have liked more. It is all the unknowns that pull the rating down.(why is the
girl so special?)
The flow and plot was easy to follow and implemented just fine though.

This video did manage to get me interested and want to go watch the animated series.

AUDIO: 8\/10
I watched the english version because I dont know french.
Everything sounded good. Good effects where needed. Good voice acting. Good sound tracks.
The movie was clearly animated for french.

I would have watched in french however did not find the subtitles until AFTER I watched in english.... My own fault i guess.

ANIMATIONS: 7\/10
Like everything else, these were good. Just nothing amazing.

TLDR
This is not a movie\/short I will watch again....but am glad I watched it that one time.
I liked it.
Did not fall in love with it.
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It was worth my $3.

Random side thought:
This movie would have been magnitudes better as a "spy fox" "putt putt" or "pajama sam" type of game. I dont know why, but
the entire time watching this those kept coming to my mind.
Be it good or bad, this movie\/short feels like, sounds like, looks like one of those types of games. I love those games. So I was
happy with it.. I installed the game and my controller didn't work. They game was in a tiny window and there was no obvious
way to make it full screen. So I googled and found that you have to hit alt-enter to go to full screen. No problem, though I
shouldn't have to google for this information. So then I created a party and started the game. I went to the menu and looked for
"options" to configure my controller. Nope, nothing there.

So then I googled and found that you can hit f1 to get to the options. So I did that and.... it is all in Japanese. I did find the
section for configuring the controller but it didn't matter, because the game simply doesn't support my controller. My SNES-
style gamepad was supported by Shadows of Adam, Final Fantasy IX, all emulators, and every thing else I've tried to use it for,
just not this game.

I really wanted to play this game, but instead I will get a refund.. Its a rugby game. Useless in game but I like it. cool graphics
but 30fps only, kinda straining for my eyes. Unfortunately I couldn't get to the level 8 because during 20 minutes I played this
game I fell through passable terrain 5 or 6 times. Especially buggable is corner turn. Not going to play it again untill those bugs
are fixed.
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Loving this game a lot so far.
It's fun, it runs great, and retains the asthetic qualities I enjoyed in other games by this developer (Revenge of the Titans/Droid
Assult etc).
I enjoyed the London Underground imagery.
I enjoy the fact that across many games in this MGU, Basingstoke is the epicentre of multiple disastrous events.

I enjoy its Teleglitch style of viewing area.
I enjoy the way loot locations are highlighted similarly to Baldur's Gate with the outline.
I like being reminded of Grim Fandango when I see skelingtons in the game as they have a similar look
I find this game just as fun to play as Risk of Rain and Binding of Isaac.

The world is full of humour, whilst everything around you is fairly deadly if it gets you.

Larger developers should be taking notes on how to make their games more endearing and fun to play instead of the chores and
cashgrabs we are swamped with today.. There are hidden object games and then there is this. Very often the objects are hidden
behind other (unmovable) objects, or in the darkness or plainly aren't really there. I finished for completionism's sake but I
wouldn't recommend it. This game is great. I am a HUGE fan of retro platformers and boss battles so this is right up my ally. the
graphics are beautiful and I love the choice on the pallet of the game. theres a nice difficulty to the game and it handles nicely.
However, one thing that grinds my gears is the direction of shooting. I know theres two shoot buttons so maybe i just mapped
my controlls wrong but I despise constantly shooting in one direction. yeah it has it's use like when you're dodging fire but I'd
much rather push one button to shoot one way and push another to shoot the opposite way, that would fix the issue of having to
stop shooting then turn around and start again. overall Great game, but just that one control choice that erks me.. I may as well
copy\/paste a multi-review for all three Hop Step Sing! songs since they're all just one song each and you may not want to
purchase all three at once (to be clear, this multi-review is for three SEPERATE PRODUCTS. You're only getting one song per
purchase). Music is very subjective so I won't say too much about it other than it's pretty decent. Nothing I would personally put
on my MP3 player but it's a good listen just for the VR concert aspect.

Kisekiteki Shining (Song 1) - This is a decent up-beat pop song but the design and effects are the weakest of the three. Most of
the song just takes place on a single stage, though there are changes in the second half. The major drawback, though, is the few
times you're assaulted by bright white effects. If you've used VR for a bit you know that getting a lot of bright white thrown in
your face can be literally painful and possibly nauseating. On the plus side, it's the only song that let's you feed popsicles to the
girls. It's understandable that the design is the weakest since it was the first but if you're only interested in buying one song to
test the waters, go with either of the following two.

kissxkissxkiss (Song 2) - This song is the best if you want a down-beat song. The effects are a lot smoother than the previous
song and the stage is constantly changing. There's also a surreal aesthetic to everything. It's the most different of the three.

Kimamani Summer Vacation (Song 3) - This was great. The best of the three if you want an up-beat pop song. The visuals are
very pleasant and constantly changing. Watching fireworks from a flying train car was actually awesome enough to distract me
from the girls. The girls are also very close to you in this one making the experience that much more personal.

Overall, each song is only a few minutes of content and replayability depends on whether you want to listen to them multiple
times or not. Personally, I love the idea of VR concerts and hope the medium takes off in the future but right now the pickings
are pretty slim so it's a reasonable purchase if you're like me and just looking for VR concerts. If you're not, you probably won't
be satisfied with the minimal amount of content.. This "game" is one of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iest i have EVER
played.

There is next to nothing engaging and the story sucks. The characters act like legos and can't even move the direction you want
them to go. there are no settings for controls and visually looks like a game for windows 98.

Firts map - you start by walking forward and BANG, combat.. if you can call spraying a whole clip of airsofts at the enemy
before even hitting them.

Horrible game - Do not buy
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